
Full name: 

Lamarr Steven Thompson
 
Current school/grade/age: 

Millennial Tech Middle School
8th grade 
14 years old 
 
Birth place: 
 
San Diego, CA

Honors to Date:

2014 Millennial Tech Middle 
School Basketball Championship
Honor Roll, from first grade to 
Present

Home town:

San Diego, CA

Parents: 

Rodney and Jacqueline
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13 Questions:
1) My best memory: 
When I got the acceptance letter from 
the prestigious Saint Augustine high 
school. 

2) Favorite and most important 
teacher and why:  
My favorite and most important teacher 
was, by far, my fifth grade teacher, Mr. 
Mendiola. He taught me that, no matter 
what, you should try as hard as you can 
in school, but always relax every now 
and then and the rest will come.
 
3) I believe
I believe in myself and others who feel 
a very large passion for succeeding and 
getting the job done.

4) Whenever I have a problem I: 
Whenever I have a problem I always 
look back at it from a different point 
of view to see what I can change to 
improve at what needs help; and I am 
never afraid to ask an adult for help.

5) My strength comes from: 
My strength comes from wanting to 
be successful, like the people in my family, from my wonderful mom and dad to my 
lovely aunt Aldrica.
 
6) My favorite book is: 
My favorite book is called “Warriors Don’t Cry” by Melba Patillo Beals. It is an 
autobiography about a girl who helped integrate an all white school in 1952 with 
eight other black students. It talks about her struggles and what it was like to be 
black in a all white community.

7) My favorite movie is:
12 Years a Slave, hands down.

8) I am inspired by: 
My aunt Aldrica because she is a very intelligent business woman who is very 
successful and probably taught me everything I know with her stellar work ethic.

9) I am grateful for: 
I am grateful for my wonderful family; any kid, to have a family like mine, is very 
lucky.
 
10) My message for older people is:
My message is to stop stressing and look at all the possible outcomes to your 
problem before losing your mind.

11) Best advice I ever received was what and from who:
Best advice I received was from my dad who always tells me that schoolwork is more 
important than anything else I could do (with some exceptions).

12) I am a leader because:
I am a leader because I do what I need to and what I think is right to be successful.
 
13) Knowledge is important because: 
Knowledge is important because you can’t go anywhere without it; everywhere you 
go will need you to apply simple skills that you learn through education.
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